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Buy any 3 and the cheapest is free
Everyone may be going green, but Malki have never been anything else! To achieve perfectly healthy and
balanced skin we need to eat foods as close to their natural state as possible and follow a similar
beauty routine. After all, skin is the body’s largest organ and what we put onto it is absorbed into
the blood stream with frightening speed. So it makes sense to check our beauty labels just as we do our
groceries.
NO PARABENS OR SODIUM LAURYL SULPHATE
Un-natural preservatives such as parabens and chemical foaming agents such as sodium lauryl sulphate have
slipped into our beauty products over the years. In the same time skin problems and certain cancers have
increased and although the jury is still out on whether there is a direct link, there is increasing
evidence to support the connection.
Parabens are cheap preservatives used in thousands of beauty products and sodium lauryl sulphate is a
surfactant that helps a liquid to foam. It can be found in everything from soaps to shampoos, and is such
a powerful detergent that it is also used as an industrial degreaser in car washes and garages to clean
oil from the floor. Malki Dead Sea bath, body and hair products do not contain parabens or sodium lauryl
sulphate and have been pure and natural since the creation of Malki’s first soap over 200 years ago.
THE MALKI SECRET
The Malki family have known the secret of natural ingredients drawn from the mineral-rich Dead Sea for
centuries. Experts in the field of making skin and environmentally-friendly products, they have never
needed to add harsh chemicals to make the Dead Sea range more effective. Natural ingredients such as
palm, coconut and olive oils together with Dead Sea minerals are effective enough in soothing, healing
and beautifying the skin. The range includes soaps, bath salts, shampoo, conditioner, body lotion, a body
scrub, shower cream and a facial wash – all of which are perfect for a spot of green pampering.
With skin conditions such as psoriasis and eczema on the increase, people are seeking out natural and
chemical-free products. With regular use, Malki Dead Sea products (http://www.deadseabathcare.co.uk) may
benefit these problems and help relieve their itchy symptoms. They are also ideal for sensitive skin and
scalps as they contain no synthetic fragrances or colourings and are suitable for vegetarians and
vegans.
POWER OF THE SEA
The Dead Sea is found at the lowest part of the Jordan Valley and said to be the lowest natural water
area on earth – 400 metres below sea level. It is enriched with health-giving minerals such as sulphur,
iodine, calcium, magnesium and potassium. Visitors from all over the world flock to health spas nestled
by its shores to immerse themselves in its therapeutic waters. Malki have captured these benefits and put
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them into their products.
Black mud mask soap £3.75 a bar
Dead Sea mineral soap £3.75 a bar
Dead Sea sulphur soap £3.75 a bar
Dead Sea bath salts £7.89 per 1kg box
Dead Sea natural mineral shampoo £8.29 300ml bottle
Dead Sea natural mineral conditioner £8.29 300ml bottle
Dead Sea natural mineral shower cream £7.79 250ml bottle
Dead Sea natural mineral facial wash £8.79 250ml bottle
Dead Sea natural mineral body lotion £7.99 250ml bottle
Dead Sea body scrub with frankincense oil £7.79 per 300ml
Dead Sea aromatherapy bath salts with frankincense oil & rose petals £6.85 500ml
All available in Boots stores nationwide
www.deadseabathcare.co.uk
For further information call Dafna Huberman Tel: 020-82036643
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